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Testing lists of items 
 

 Scrolling user patterns: go all the way down and up again. Scroll while data 
is loading 
 

 Open many items one after another, coming back to the list every time. 
Look for: memory issues leading to missing resources or a crash. Also, 
scrolling position on the list is usually supposed to be remembered 

 

 Edit/delete list items and refresh the list to fetch content from the storage.  

Defects: 
Inconsistencies: 
wrong/repeated data. 
Missing content 
Layout break 
Crashes 
Usability issues 
Inconsistencies, leading to 
wrong items being 
edited/deleted 
 

Check upgrade scenarios 
 

 Test upgrade of the most used app versions 
o Test both fresh install on clean device, and one with previously 

installed earlier version of the app (some data may be remaining) 
o Consider cases where user has a previous version with some local 

app data related to that version: settings, saved data pointers (like 
searches and favorites) 
 

 Testing API requirements: if the next App requires new version of API you 
may check if old versions work with the new API. If the new API version is to 
be released gradually (beta testing or experiments), you may check that the 
next app works with the current API as well. 
 

 Testing other related integrations 
Integration with other Apps, such as Facebook login. New version of your 
app might brake integration protocols. 
 

 Testing an upgrade scenario that fails. 
Upgrade scenarios may occur within the first launch of an updated app. It 
may convert persisted internal data to new formats, create or copy files and 
download additional data required from external sources. All of these 
operations can fail due to changing system and external conditions 
 

 Try uninstall/reinstall scenario 
If the app makes changes to system settings or shared resources, these 
must be restored after uninstallation. 
Local / shared data might need to be removed as a part of uninstallation 
 

Defects: 
App startup issues 
Getting stuck at welcome 
screen 
 
Corrupted settings 
Forgotten login state 
Disappeared data from 
previous version 
 
App crash/malfunctioning of 
functionality due to 
untested combinations 
 
SDK upgrades that fail any 
(forgotten) related functions  
 
Compatibility issues with 
OS, Devices and user 
configurations  
 
 

Try different start conditions 
 Launch a URL scheme opening a particular screen, while the app is not 

already running in the background (cold start) 
 

 Launch a URL scheme while the app is launched and showing a modal 
screen: for instance, accept changed user terms screen, requiring explicit 
user consent to proceed 

 

 Other apps may be able to launch your app with arguments, while it is 
already running and executing a task, or even showing a screen that 
contains user data not yet submitted. Interrupting that may cause loosing 
data, and requiring to start from the beginning 
 
 

Defects: 
 
Untested launch conditions 
leading to 
crash/malfunctioning 
 
Unexpected behavior 
(situations we haven’t 
thought of) 
 
Data loss 
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Simulate changing system conditions 
 

 Switching between WiFi networks 

 Switching from WiFi to Cellular connection and back 

 Turn off Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS, NFC or any other phone features 

 Turn screen rotation ON, rotate the phone: both after and before launching 
the app 

 Turn screen rotation OFF 

 Send app Background, and bring it back. Check the app state is the same as 
before (for example the user is still logged in) 

 Lock and then unlock the screen to resume using the app 

 Hard-close the app by swiping it away, and start the app. Check the app 
state is the same as before 

 Let the phone run out of power while app is running. Start the app and 
check the state of user data in the app 

 Receive other system notifications, which can be interrupting popups and 
interrupting apps — phone calls, alarms, system error messages (see 
example). Do this while your app is processing, uploading or downloading 
data to check whether resume will succeed 
 

Defects: 
 
App crash/malfunctioning 
due to untested situations 
(that we haven’t thought of) 
 
Locking user by endless 
error messages and in other 
unusable situations 
 
Data loss 
 
Phone crash (OS restarts, 
interrupting other user 
activities) 

Introduce time as a testing parameter 
 

 Let the app run for a while phone being in sleep mode, and then resume it 
after a couple hours or even a day. Be aware that this may not be sufficient 
for home screen only, but also screens that use and fetch resources or do 
some processing in the background.  
 

 For Android: turn on Developer Settings and check “Don’t keep activities” 
setting on. This simulates situations when memory is overloaded, and the 
Android OS closes activities to free the memory. If not properly handled 
within the app, this situation can lead to a crash 
 

Defects: 
 
Restart/crash leading to 
data loss 
 
Navigation jumps 
(disappearing screens) 

Introduce concurrency as a testing parameter 
 

 If the app has an ability to start background jobs, such as upload, download 
or batch processing of files: attempt to alter the files in some way while the 
job is still running. For instance, try to delete the file you are uploading 

 

 Explore the boundaries of concurrency: start download, upload or batch 
processing of as many files as possible 

 

 If there are more than one screen that allows to start background jobs: 
attempt to execute them all at the same time. 

 

 Launch a URL scheme telling the app to open another screen/activity while 
processing is happening on the screen currently loaded. 
 

 If there is a shared screen, that can be opened within several places: 
attempt to open it several times from different sources and then go 
back 
 
 

Defects: 
 
Functionality failures 
Unexpected results 
 
App crash 
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Simulate changing external conditions 
 

 Check the situation in which an external account (fx. facebook or google) 
used for authentication, gets disabled / deleted. What should your app do 
in attempt to use such account first time ever? What should it do if the user 
is already authenticated, and the account gets disabled? 
 

 Service used to retrieve structured data (XML, JSon etc.) returns Server 
Error 500 response in HTML 
 

 Compatible integrated hardware disconnects or stops responding due to 
error or upgrade process. For example: Google Chromecast integration 
within android apps might experience the device to become turned off or 
busy / hanging 

 

Defects: 
 
Functionality failures 
Hanging screen 
Never ending progress bar 
“Nothing happens” 
 
App crash 
Unusable app states 
(repeated modal error 
message) 

Investigate efficiency 
 

 Check battery consumption while using your app with typical settings for 
brightness and connectivity (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc). There are tools to 
monitor battery usage over time which can be used for that purpose 
 

 Monitor payload size of communication with your API and external services. 
Your app can appear slower if payload size increases dramatically 

 

 Monitor application size, relative to previous builds. Spot jumps in app size. 
This includes both what user downloads from the store, and in combination 
with data your application generates/downloads and stores on the system 

 

 Check CPU and memory usage, which also could affect speed 
 

Defects: 
 
Slow, inefficient app 
execution, possibly affecting 
the device 
 
Battery draining 
 
Longer time upgrade, 
possibly fewer downloads 

Apply real user’s navigation patterns 
 

 Paths: explore in deep the longest paths to leaves of the navigational tree 
and go back all the way to the root 

 

 Try switching between navigation elements in varied ways: reverse the 
order and randomly select the next element to toggle 

 

 Use Process Cycle Test (from T-Map) to achieve optimal coverage 
guaranteed by the principle of this technique 

 

Defects: 
 
Unexpected screens 
Missing navigation controls 
Wrong actions 
Unexpected behavior 
Crashes 

 


